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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

The cost and duration of construction projects are affected by several aspects which include project
planning, materials used, and project management in different phases of construction. During the
design phase, architects and engineers prepare schematic designs and construction documents. The
drawings and documents are required to obtain the building permit. After receiving official
building approval from governmental agencies, manufacturers and contractors assist in site
development, and setting up the foundation during the construction phase. Contractors are the
parties involved in construction of the building during construction and operation phases. Figure
1.1 shows the engagement of different stakeholders in design, construction and operation phases
associated with on-site traditional construction stages.

Figure 1.1 Non-modular construction schedule

Since it is desirable for stakeholders such as contractors to reduce overall project cost and time,
several innovative methods of project delivery have been explored as alternatives to traditional
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onsite construction. One such method that has been receiving increasing attention in recent years
is modular construction. Modular construction is a key for construction managers to help
Architecture, Engineering, and Construction (AEC) industry to optimize the sequence of
construction operations. As shown in Figure 1.2, modular construction requires integration of
stakeholders to optimize the planning and budget.

Figure 1.2 Modular construction vs. traditional construction. Considerations among
stakeholders during the design and construction phases (b-Modular Building Institute,
2010).
In modular construction, building components are fabricated off-site as repetitive “modules”
which are standardized in terms of dimensions, and transported to the jobsite for assembly. This
enables a reduction of the construction project duration by allowing for the fabrication of
components at off-site factory in parallel with onsite work. Modular construction also enhances
safety and reduces material and energy wastes on the jobsite by providing a more controlled factory
environment for the workers as opposed to them having to work in exposed areas on site (Modular
Building Institute, 2010). Typically for building projects, the modules that are produced offsite are
constructed either as 2D (panelized) components or 3D (volumetric) units.
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Each of these modularity scales can be advantageous based on the logistics and objectives of the
project. In many cases, the volumetric modules are transported to the site with utilities already
installed on them (Smith, 2010). In contrast, panelized modules are transferred to the construction
site as wall and/or floor panels with openings already cut from them. Later, the building utilities,
such as electricity cables, piping, etc., will be installed onsite. While both of these methods have
their own advantages and disadvantages, the decision to select one of these methods is governed
by several logistical considerations that include the design of the building, location and capacity
of the modular factory, as well as size constraints on the modules imposed by transportations
requirements. The primary material used for constructing the modules also influences the logistics
involved in completing a modular project. Most modular projects are built using framed
construction that uses dimensional lumber frame sheathed with plywood or Oriented Strand Board
(OSB).
For construction of buildings, the use of timber as a primary material is increasing since wood is
a renewable material with a high strength-weight ratio. Wood is also considered to be sustainable
building material when compared to concrete and steel due to the fact that there is less carbon
dioxide production during fabrication of mass timber modules, compared to production of
concrete, which consumes too much energy, resulting air pollution (Levée et al., 2018). Moreover,
building mass timber constructions can contribute to reducing carbon footprints by storing carbon
in the buildings instead of releasing it to the environment (Loss and Davison, 2017).
While wood is proven to be a promising renewable material for construction, further studies and
analysis are needed to optimize the project delivery method when it is used. Particularly, to fully
benefit the advantages of mass timber buildings, detailed research of their construction process is
needed.
Among wood products, cross-laminated timber (CLT) is gaining momentum in the global market
(Pei et al., 2016). CLT is an engineered wood panel consisting of three or more odd number of
plies orthogonally arranged on top of each other and glued together. The use of wood in the form
of cross-laminated timber introduces new opportunities but also logistical issues in the supply
chain from the manufacturing facility to the construction site (CLT handbook, 2013). As an
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illustration, the size of load area of the transportation truck can limit the dimensions of the crosslaminated timber panel, which is fabricated on the plant (Salama, 2017).
Utilizing CLT panels for modular construction can be challenging, and to achieve a time and cost
beneficial plan, an in-depth study over various construction factors is required. Advanced, highperforming, and large-scale timber buildings have been designed and constructed in the last two
decades featuring innovative solutions. These advanced buildings typically contain projectspecific details developed and optimized individually for each building (Grasparri et al., 2015). A
good example of such mass timber buildings is an 18 stories dormitory in Vancouver Canada,
named Brock Commons. This building is consisted of panelized CLT modules used as walls and
floors.
1.1 Research Problem
While the performance advantages of mass timber- based construction are documented and
subjected to much inquiry, it is also important to understand logistic issues for better
implementation of such projects. CLT modular construction is a new delivery method in the United
States and requires study in compliance with regulations of this country. To the best knowledge of
the author, currently there is no study determining the impact of logistics parameters on the overall
duration of modular CLT construction projects. Although understanding the overall project
duration is crucial, knowing the number of necessary workers are important as well to calculate
the total costs. The number of crew in off-site and on-site construction can highly impact the
overall cost of the project. It seems that, currently, there is no logistics analysis which takes into
account the number of crews for modular CLT construction.
1.2 Research Goals and Objectives
It is important to study panelized and volumetric CLT modular construction operation since they
require different investment in the plant and have different effect on total project productivity. This
research helps decision-makers to analyze logistical factors to select between panelized and
volumetric CLT modular construction based on specific logistical variables. One of the most
important logistic issues of modular construction is transportation time which is dictated by the
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distance between CLT fabrication plant to the construction site. Transportation of modules to the
construction site is costly and will affect the overall cost and duration of the project. This research
analyzes the transportation logistics for checking the feasibility of employing modular systems on
a specific project.
Off-site construction of CLT adds complexity to the logistic issues of modular CLT constructions.
For instance, the average fabricating time of CLT panels can impact the overall project duration.
Moreover, fabrication of CLT consist of numerous stages, from planning the lumber to CNC
machining of the panel. Duration of each of these stages affects the average production time, and
consequently, affects the overall project durations. This study will help to develop a framework to
evaluate different project delivery methods, e.g. panelized modules, volumetric modules, and will
enables owners and engineers to select the optimum one.
Thus, the goal of this research is to study the impact of various logistical parameters on the total
project productivity of CLT modular projects to aid with decision-making on projects.
The specific research objectives that will be pursued to accomplish this goal are:
1. Evaluate the interdependencies between offsite and onsite processes involved in CLT
modular construction projects
2. Compare the performance of panelized with volumetric modules for CLT construction
3. Assess the effect of various logistical parameters on project performance.
A simulation framework is developed in this research to model and analyze the logistics involved
with CLT modular construction. Specifically, discrete event simulation (DES) is used as the
method to model CLT logistics to identify bottlenecks and undertake sensitivity analyses on
variables such as manufacturing plant capacity and travel distance.

1.3 Thesis Organization
Chapter 2 provides an overview on the previous studies conducted on the off-site construction,
prefabrication, modular construction, and cross-laminated timber in order to set the context for this
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research as well as to identify gaps in knowledge. Chapter 3 introduces the methodology for the
research presented in this study, which focuses on the use of simulation on construction logistics
from the plant to the job site. Following this, the construction process models are demonstrated
through a case study and simulation in Chapter 4. The results are discussed and analyzed in Chapter
5, while research contributions, limitations, and future work is described in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW

This thesis explores the impact of various logistical variables on CLT modular construction
operations. In this chapter, a literature review is performed to provide context for this research by
describing the state of the art and practice on the use of modular timber systems for construction
projects and identifying gaps in knowledge. It is first necessary to define modular construction in
relation to conventional on-site adequately. Towards this end, the definitions of on-site and offsite construction, their relation to modular construction, and the gap in knowledge in modular
construction is presented. In the next section of this chapter, recent studies on cross-laminated
timber is presented that highlights the advantages of using this product. Furthermore, gaps in
knowledge in CLT modular construction, and CLT panelized modular versus CLT volumetric
modular construction are discussed.

2.1 Types of Construction
To fully understand prefabrication and modular systems, it is important to define on-site and offsite construction. Construction processes can broadly divide into on-site and off-site operations.
2.1.1 On-site Construction
Any construction process done at the location of the final product is called on-site construction.
This is also referred to as conventional or traditional construction, where all (or most of) the
process of the construction occurs on-site. In other words, in conventional construction, the
structural components of the buildings are either made or processed on-site. On-site construction
is in contrast to off-site construction in which building elements are prefabricated elsewhere. One
of the primary features of this type of construction is that it is performed under various
uncertainties regarding weather conditions, quality of work, and safety of construction operations
(Arashpour et al., 2016 and 2017) since it is difficult (or impossible in some cases) to control the
environment of the construction.
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2.1.2 Off-site Construction
Off-site construction, also referred to as prefabrication, is used to describe any component or
process of project which made or performed outside of the final site of construction. In opposition
to on-site construction, off-site construction opens up new opportunities to improve productivities
(Eastman and Sacks, 2008) including the quality of the product and project management concerns,
such as the total time and cost of the project. More specifically, productivity can be improved by
taking advantage of production techniques such as increasing outputs (Krishnamoorthi and
Raphael, 2018) by manufacturing products off-site in more controlled conditions than which can
expect on the construction site. Prefabrication is an industrial activity that typically takes place in
a controlled environment, and it has several advantages such as minimizing waste and cost, raising
quality, reducing incidents, and, most importantly, facilitating development in building
construction and accelerating schedules (Legmpelos, 2013).

2.1.3 Modular Construction
Modular construction is a special type of off-site construction wherein standardized modules of
the final structure are produced in a factory-like setting. According to the Merriam-Webster
dictionary, the word “modular” is defined as “constructed with standardized units or dimensions
for flexibility and variety in use.”. Thus, the main factor which distinguishes modularization from
prefabrication is the use of standardized units and dimensions. The repetition of standard units in
modular construction creates the potential for reconfiguring and disassembling modules or parts
of the buildings to suit the user’s preferences.
Non-volumetric (2D panels, Figure 2.1) and volumetric (3D units or blocks, Figure 2.2) are
common types of prefabricated modular components for buildings.
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Figure 2.1 Non-volumetric prefabricated element (Stora Enso, 2016)

Figure 2.2 Volumetric prefabricated element (Stora Enso, 2016)

The materials used for the construction of prefabricated elements are typically steel frames, precast
concrete, or timber frame panels (Schoenborn, 2012). In modular construction systems, the
building components designed, prefabricated off-site in a plant, and then delivered to the site for
assembly.
The first step towards modular construction is the design phase. Typically, the design phase starts
with consideration of the design for modular units. Once the size and design of the modules are
defined, the entire building plan would be generated based on the characteristics of single modules.
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Construction plans after finalizing the drawings would be delivered to the manufacturing plant
where the components are fabricated. When designed prefabricated building components are the
same in shape and size, these components are called modules, and this construction system is
considered as modular.

2.1.3.1 Advantages of Modular Construction
As the urban populations rise, many countries are facing a housing crisis. It is difficult for people
with low- and middle-range incomes to afford to purchase a house. On-site and conventional
construction alone cannot meet the requirement for affordable accommodations and demand for
housing. Modular construction can address this problem and potentially brings less expensive
houses to metropolitan areas (2018, WSP). Moreover, modular construction can save materials,
enhances safety controls, streamline the assembly line, and reduce the construction noises on-site
zone (Velamati, 2012). According to many sources, characteristics of modular construction which
make it advantageous over other construction delivery methods in terms of productivity, quality,
safety, time, cost, and sustainability are described below:
1. Productivity: Working in factories increases labor productivity because laborers are
working in a controlled-condition environment (Choi, 2014). Repetition in work corporates
in making the labors expert in their given tasks and reduces the chances of making
mistakes. Consistent workflow and efficient equipment make the manufacturing of
modular elements more feasible. Moreover, collaboration among stakeholders improves
the integrated process (Wilson, 2019).
2. Quality: Producing building modules in factories creates the potential to use automated
machinery, such as CNC, in the fabrication process, thus improving quality control. Also,
due to the enclosed environment of the manufacturing facility, building components are
less exposed to the weather and moisture damage (Wilson, 2019 and Choi, 2014).
3. Safety: Working off-site in factories brings safety for the workers because they do not
expose to the adverse weather and construction site dangers (Lawson, 2012 and Wilson
2019).
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4. Cost: Time and cost-saving are the significant advantages of modular construction.
Developers have the opportunity to minimize time and cost in modular compared to
conventional construction. The amount of cost savings is regarded as unique in each
project; however, WSP identifies around 20% saving in most modular and factory-built
housings. Populated areas such as San Francisco yield 20%-50% cost savings from factorybuilt projects. Holliday Developments’ 5830 Third St., the largest factory-built project in
2016, with 136 units, had 20% less cost comparing to the site-built price. Away from the
shortened timeline and schedule of modular construction, money can be saved by reducing
the numbers of laborers on-site, reduced accommodation costs for on-site workers
(Ghannad, 2019), bulk orders of materials, and removal of the subcontractor over
traditional delivery methods (WSP, 2018). On the other hand, some variables can increase
the cost of modular building, which does not apply to the case of on-site construction.
Transportation costs are the most important variable. The transportation cost varies
depending on different variables, such as the number of truck trips and distance between
factory and construction site. The scale of modularity highly influences the transportation
costs. Panelized modules are easier to stack up on a truck and they occupy less space
comparing to volumetric modules. As a result, the number of truck travels would increase
for volumetric modular constructions. Additionally, increasing the distance of travel will
add costs to the project. In some cases, it may be more affordable to create larger modules
and pay for vehicles to escort the overload sized shipment to bring down the number of
deliveries. Besides, heavier modules need larger or heavier lift cranes, which result in more
cost (Wilson, 2019). It should be noted that it is required to integrate the stakeholders to
take careful planning and streamline the manufacturing process to achieve cost savings
(WSP 2018 and Wilson 2019). Cost and time are tangled together as significant factors in
modular construction (WSP, 2018).
5. Time: Modular construction saves time comparing to non-modular or conventional
construction. However, off-site construction time can be longer for modular constructions
due to prefabrication of the elements, modular buildings are assembled and erected much
faster than non-modular buildings. Typically, the time saving on-site is usually longer than
the extra time spent off-site, hence the overall time of modular constructions are shorter
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than non-modular constructions. Prefabrication of modules, while the site is developing,
makes it possible for groups to work in parallel and ultimately saves time in the overall
construction. On-site installation time, which typically takes months and years in
conventional methods, can be reduced days/weeks in modular construction (WSP, 2018
and Modular Building Institute, 2010). The overall project time is very important, and it
can be in direct relation to the cost of the project. As an example, in residential buildings,
the potential time saved leads to receiving the rental income earlier, which will help toward
paying the interests on construction loans sooner. Guerdon Modular Buildings built a 243
units apartment in about one month and a half; in other words, 12 modules per day. This
case resulted in 9 months saving and reduction of expenses (WSP, 2018).
6. Sustainability: Modular construction minimizes material waste (Lawson, 2012),
considering environmental factors. Also, excess materials can be recycled and used for
further projects (Wilson, 2019). Producing modules in a factory enables the manufacturer
to use more efficient tools to reduce materials waste by 10 to 15% (Lawson, 2012).
Fabricating in a controlled environment will help to reduce the damage done to the
material. Moreover, the manufacturing industry can take advantage of automation in
prefabrication to cut down on material waste even further. Additionally, in terms of
enhancing environmental quality, the production of noise, dust, and pollution is reduced
on construction sites with factory-built housing (FBH) (WSP, 2018).
Before talking about the opportunities for using cross-laminated timber in modular construction,
it is important to understand the advantages of using these timber products fully. Section 2.2
highlights some of the advantages of using wood and specifically CLT in building constructions.
2.1.4 Gaps in Knowledge Regarding Modular Construction
As mentioned in section 2.1, prefabrication and consequently, modular construction has the
potential to improve the productivity of construction. They offer several benefits comparing to
traditional construction, such as increasing safety and quality, minimizing the on-site construction
time, reducing the cost by using automation in the construction industry, and reducing the
processing time. However, there is an added element of complexity that is added to modular
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projects due to the collaboration that is required between the modular factory and the construction
site.
There is a lack of research in the integration of off-site and on-site construction, which is identified
as the first gap in knowledge in modular construction area. It is important to divide the on-site/offsite workflow somehow to examine the effect of logistics of the project in total time and costs. In
other words, the amount of on-site and off-site work represents the magnitude of prefabrication. It
is crucial to develop a method to understand the feasible magnitude of prefabrication for each
project.
2.2 Mass Timber Buildings
. Timber defined as a forest product used as a construction material for making buildings (Ramage
et al., 2017). Construction can economically take advantage of forest products in many ways.
Timber is a desirable material since it takes less energy to produce wood products comparing other
construction materials such as concrete (Green, 2013). Wood is a renewable material and can
unlimitedly generate if sourced sustainably. Wood majorly made by carbon, and engineered wood
products can considerably reduce carbon dioxide emissions (Lehmann, 2013). Using wood for
construction of buildings helps to store carbon in buildings instead of releasing it to the
environment and reduce carbon footprints (Green, 2013). Apart from that, timber has the potential
to be reused and recycled (Gijzen, 2017).
In many cases, designers tend to use engineered wood products as structural and non-structural
components of the building due to the enhanced characteristics of the products. Engineered wood
products are the materials made by strands, particles, fibers, or veneers or boards of wood bonded
together with adhesive or other means of fixation. Engineered wood products have more
predictable mechanical properties of solid wood and typically are characterized by an improved
dimensional stability. Mass timber buildings use engineered wood products for the main structural
systems. The term “mass timber buildings” is especially used when structural engineered wood
panels are used in floors, walls or both systems. Next section illustrates the advantages and benefits
of cross-laminated timber as an engineered wood product.
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2.2.1 Cross-Laminated Timber
Cross-Laminated Timber is a prefabricated engineered wood product that consists of an odd
number of plies of lumber (3,5,7 or more) glued orthogonally (CLT handbook, 2013). Figure 2.3
shows the configuration of a CLT panel, and Figure 2.4 shows a 3-layer CLT panel section. In the
United States, CLT is typically made with 2 inches thick dimension lumber. Meaning that the
thickness of each ply of the CLT is about 1.5 inches. ANSI/APA PRG 320, Standard for
Performance-Rated Cross-Laminated Timber, provides some pre-defined CLT layups. PRG 320
pre-defined CLT layups made from softwoods, mostly Douglas Fir and Southern Pine. The
adhesives used for the fabrication of CLT panels mostly cured at environment temperature (25
degree of centigrade). Phenol Resorcinol Formaldehyde (PRF) and Melamine Formaldehyde (MF)
are commonly used adhesives for CLT.

Figure 2.3 CLT panel Layup (CLT handbook, 2013)
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Figure 2.4 Layer CLT panel Section (CLT handbook, 2013)
Cross-laminated timber panels can theoretically be of any size, but in practice, its size is
constrained by the size of the press in the manufacturing plant, limitations in the transport vehicle,
and construction site constraints. CLT elements usually cut to fit, and wall panels are typically one
or more stories high. Window and door openings are typically cut out of the panels, without
requiring additional measures such as trimmers (Krötsch & Huß, 2018). These cuttings are done
in facilities by CNC (Computer Numeric Control) machines. The advantage of using CNC
machines is that it increases the automation of the fabrication significantly. The design graphs
developed by the architects can be converted to a command code for CNC machine to learn the
pattern of cut. Modern CNC machines can even automize the most difficult cuts for door and
window openings, connection cuts, and utility holes. CNC routers and CNC robots are the most
common types of CNC machines used in CLT manufacturing facilities. CNC routers are typically
used for cutting large openings like windows and openings, and CNC robots are more efficient
when used for detailing cuts and complex curves (Albee, 2019).
Layer wise formation of CLT distributes the impact of defects present in the lumber over the whole
panel. That is why cross-laminated timber is a great product for utilizing low-grade boards and
small-diameter trees. As an example, research showed that small diameter lumber, which harvested
during restoration programs, can be a feasible material for making cross-laminated timber
(Lawrence, 2017). Forest restoration programs are costly processes that enhance resiliency in the
forest ecosystem. Utilizing these pieces of lumber in building construction offset the costs of forest
operations (Lawrence, 2017). The largest manufacturers of cross-laminated timber in the world
are in Europe. North America is the second-largest manufacturer of CLT with a significantly
smaller number of plants comparing to Europe (Albee, 2019). It was only in the early 2000s that
CLT was introduced to North America. Since then, cross-laminated timber gained some
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momentum in North America, but it is not a common practice yet (Pei et al., 2016). Using CLT
offers architects and engineers the opportunity to construct large scale mass timber buildings
(Grasser, 2015). Comparing to Europe, the United States and Canada have only a few CLT
suppliers, but the number of companies has been increasing during the past decade (Lawrence,
2017).

2.2.2 Cross-Laminated Timber for Modular construction
As prefabrication can help to improve the controllability of the environment in which the
construction components are manufactured, this can represent an advantage when using crosslaminated timber (CLT). Keeping the moisture content of exposed CLT within the acceptable
margin can be challenging on-site due to occasional rains and the change in humidity of the air
depending on season changes. It is important to control the moisture content of cross-laminated
timber panels during installation on site to prevent excessive wetting and moisture movement and,
eventually deterioration and damage (CLT Handbook, 2013). Prefabricating CLT modules offsite
helps towards enhancing the controllability of the environment. CLT modules are made in roofed
plants and covered with tarps before transported to the construction site. In this case, raining
seasons will not prevent manufacturers from producing and delivering CLT systems.
Cross-laminated timber can be used for floors, roofs, or walls (Grasser, 2015). Cross-laminated
timber can present favorable performance in the modular system. The reasons which make crosslaminated timber beneficial in modular systems are highlighted in the following.
1. High levels of prefabrication: Most commonly, CLT panels are cut in the same plant where
they are manufactured using CNC machines (Larkin, 2017). Window and door openings
typically are cut out from the panels, without requiring additional tools such as trimmers
(Krötsch & Huß, 2018). Such a high level of prefabrication of CLT panels makes this
material very convenient for use in modular construction. (Gijzen, 2017 and Lawrence,
2017).
2. Transportation: Cross-laminated timber comes in the format of panels. This makes
transportation easy by stacking multiple units of CLT panels on top of each other to occupy
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less space. While panelized modules are feasible financially for transportation, volumetric
modules take considerably larger space in the truck comparing to panelized systems and
hence transportation of volumetric modules is more expansive. High dimensional stability
is another factor which makes it possible to transport cross-laminated panels to long
distances. Dimensional stability of CLT provides the opportunity for accurate installation
with low tolerances, even if the panels are transported from a long distance and been
through relatively variable environmental conditions (Gijzen, 2017).
3. Low Installation Time: Among all the advantages of modular systems, low installation time
is the most compelling one. As described in section 2.2.5, connections for CLT panels are
typically designed for fast assembly. This is very important in the case of emergencies and
also areas with harsh weather conditions. Modular systems are preferable in occasions
where the constructors need to reduce the assembly time (Kaufmann et al., 2018). For
example, they want to avoid cold winters, heavy snows, etc.
4. Reusability: While some construction materials, like concrete, are not recyclable, some
project owners claimed that the CLT panels used in their buildings could be disassembled
and reused after the building’s lifespan to use in structures with lower loads (Transsolar,
2016). Moreover, temporary modular units are common for schools and emergency
housings. In these cases, the module needs to be reusable. Cross-laminated timber showed
to serve well under these circumstances. For instance, cross-laminated modules were used
for a comprehensive school in Frankfurt/Main, and the constructors claimed that these
modules could be deployed and recycled in a different site (Transsolar, 2016).
5. Multifunctionality: Lastly, high mechanical properties of cross-laminated timber allow
fabricating modules as long as 9 meters (Lennartz, 2016). This will enable designers to
articulate layouts with a certain flexibility. For instance, a similar module unit in a building
can function as an office area, while it is a residential unit in the adjacent apartment unit.

2.2.3 Cross-Laminated Timber Modular Projects
Cross-Laminated Timber modular construction is a relatively new method of construction. For
illustration of the practicality of using CLT in modular buildings, in this section, two cross-
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laminated timber modular buildings in two different scales of modularity, panelized and
volumetric, are reviewed Origine, a multifamily residential building in Canada, Quebec City, and
Anthony House, a nursing home in Austria, Feldkirch, are two examples of CLT modular buildings
using two different scale of modularity, panelized and volumetric, respectively. The characteristics
and features of each case are reviewed below.
Origine: Origine is a 13-story, 92-unit residential building on the banks of the Saint Charles River
with twelve stories entirely made of wood and a reinforced concrete podium. In levels 1 to 3, floors
and walls are made from 9-ply cross-laminated timber panels. 7-ply cross-laminated timber panels
and 5-ply cross-laminated timber panels used in levels 4 to 6 and 7 to 12, respectively. The number
of layers in cross-laminated timber panels decreases towards the higher levels of the building
because of the reduced gravity loads. T the main reasons for using CLT in this building were: First,
to increase environmental sustainability in the area by using renewable material. Engineered wood
products used in this building were made from underutilized trees from Northern Quebec forests
to decrease material waste. Second, the soil at the bank of Saint Charles River has low bearing
capacity and cannot support a concrete structure for more than 6-story high buildings. Wood being
lighter than concrete, makes it possible to build more units. Additionally, prefabricated timber
elements accelerated the installation, optimizing the assembly sequences, and subsequently
bringing down costs. Timber elements were prefabricated, mark numbered, and pre-cut openings
to 1 mm precision by digital computer-controlled machinery, and truck loaded. Then, trucks were
conducted to the site, and CLT panels were directly lifted and installed by a crane without site
storage. Figure 2.5 shows lifting and handling the CLT panels on job site. On-site work from
excavation to the final building took 16 months. Timber structure installation took four months to
finish; the first seven floors took three months, and the remaining floors took one month to erect.
Figure 2.6 shows assembling CLT panels on-site. The erection time of different floors showed that
the experience gained by workers and engineers from on-site installation helped them to work
quicker on the remaining floors,smoothing the path for other similar projects (Levée et al., 2018).
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Figure 2.5 Origine building, lifting CLT panels by a crane on-site, photo by Stéphane
Groleau (Levée et al., 2018)
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Figure 2.6 Assembling CLT panels on-site, photo by Stéphane Groleau (Levée et al.,
2018)
Anthony House Social Center: This house is a 3-story building located in Austria. It consists of
two buildings, a new one which is added to an existing building. Using timbers from local forests
can be regarded as a key point that added value to their resources. Two stories of the new building
include 60 modular nursing rooms made of 3-ply cross-laminated timber panels for both horizontal
and vertical components of the module. Each cross-laminated timber area is 26 m2, prefabricated
by Kaufmann Bausysteme and Kaufmann Zimmerei und Tischlerei. Installing the boxes adjacent
to each other makes a double skin providing acoustical benefit (Antoniuhaus Project Portfolio,
2019). Figure 2.7 shows assembling CLT panels off-site in order to create volumetric modules.
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Figure 2.7 Antoniuhaus front view of the building, and off-site CLT panel assembly.
www.kaufmannzimmerei.at (Accessed Jan 2020)
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2.2.4 Transportation of Modules
Where there is off-site prefabrication, it implies that the elements should be delivered to the
construction site. Transportation is relatively expensive and can significantly increase the cost of
the project. Important factors determining the transportation costs are the size and weight of
modules, transportation method, and distance of travel (Smith, 2010). The shipping method varies
depending on the infrastructure, routes, and distances. The most common types of vehicles are
trucks, trains, and ships. Railways have the potential to carry heavier loads and typically cost more
compared to trucks. Railroads are more feasible when the construction site is not far away from
the plant. Using boats for transportation is less expensive than previous methods, but it takes more
time. Using trucks for transportation is the most feasible shipment method regionally (Salama et
al., 2017), however, it adds some limitations to the project. Truck transportation requires
transportation permits for oversized loads, dimensional limitations, and road regulation
restrictions. From the financial perspective, city and government permissions or truck escort add
costs to the project and is not so feasible (Garrison and Tweedie, 2008). Furthermore, the size of
the shipment is limited by the regulations as well. The maximum truck size authorized by the US
government is 16 feet wide, 13 feet 6-inch tall, and 60-65 feet long (Velamati, 2012). Each state
has a different law regarding maximum allowable truck freight dimensions.
Three typical types of trailers are standard flatbed, single-drop, and double drop trailers. Standard
flatbed trailer’s width is 8 feet 6-inch, the height is 8 feet 6-inch, and the length is 48 feet (figure
2.8) having the lowest rental price comparing to single-drop and double-drop trailers.
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Figure 2.8 Standard flatbed trailer

The dimensions of the single-drop trailer are 13 feet in width, 12 feet in height, and 50 feet in
length (Figure 2.9).

Figure 2.9 Single-drop trailer
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The double-drop trailer’s width is 13 feet, the height is 15 feet 6-inch, and the length is 40 feet,
Figure 2.10 (Salama et al., 2017).

Figure 2.10 Double-drop trailer
Once the prefabricated elements arrive at the construction site, the assembly and erection process
initiates. The complexity of the building or the site location adds logistic challenges to the
assembly and erection of the building. For instance, a multi-story building in a crowded area
requires more planning against a single-family house in the country area, no matter if the building
components made of CLT or other materials (CLT handbook, 2013). On-site installation
procedures typically include lifting, positioning, adjusting, and connecting the elements. The
modules should be handled carefully ensuring that hoisting does not damage the elements or break
large span modules during assembly. Usually, a crane is used to pick, lift, and install the modules.
As the crane lifts a module, workers guide the element as it moves towards its final position onsite and connects with other modules. Renting a heavy-lift crane is expensive; therefore, thoughtful
planning should be taken to minimize the crane idle time (Smith,2010).
2.2.5 Cross-Laminated Timber Panel Connections
Details of CLT connections vary depending on the joint. In other words, panel-to-panel, wall-towall, wall-to-floor, roof-to-wall, and wall-to-foundation have different types of connection details
(CLT handbook, 2013). A panel-to-panel connection may be used to create larger walls or floors.
Being easy to assemble is the essence of many CLT connections. Figure 2.11 provides details
about a common CLT connection used for assembling two panels. Self-tapping screws, wood
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screws, or nails are used to connect single or double spline made of Laminated Veneer Timber
(LVL), thin CLT, or plywood. (CLT handbook, 2013).

Figure 2.11 CLT Panel-to-panel connection. From top to bottom, internal spline, single
surface spline, double surface spline (CLT handbook, 2013)
Simplest details for CLT wall-to-wall and wall-to-floor connections are shown in Figures 2.12 and
Figure 2.13, which are particularly common in fully panelized CLT construction. (CLT handbook,
2013).
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Figure 2.12 A simple CLT wall-to-wall connection detail (CLT handbook, 2013)

Figure 2.13 A simple detail of CLT wall-to-floor connection (CLT handbook, 2013)
2.2.6 Gaps in Knowledge in CLT Modular Construction
CLT panels are suitable for modular construction because of their high dimensional stability, good
mechanical properties, and the ability to transfer loads in two dimensions. Furthermore, CLT is a
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green material because it reduces carbon emission by storing carbon into buildings. For these
reasons, CLT modular construction is a good solution to speed up the construction with high
sustainability and quality for affordable temporary or permanent accommodation. To fully benefit
the advantages of CLT modular construction, it is crucial to study the logistical issues impacting
such a project.
Cross-laminated timber structure projects require close collaboration among CLT suppliers,
designers, and constructors. Inefficient supply chain management can lead to significant delays
and higher costs of the project. Also, it can lead to the unproductivity of the labor, waste of
material, and equipment, which causes increase in time and cost of project. This is the identified
gap in knowledge in CLT modular construction. A model is needed to correlate the relation
between CLT supplier, and the construction site based on the workflow and logistic variables. It
is necessary to develop a method to investigate the time of modular CLT construction based on
logistics and operations from the factory to the construction site.
2.2.7 Gaps in Knowledge in Panelized and Volumetric Modular Construction
In the case of CLT modular construction, the magnitude of prefabrication can translate to panelized
and volumetric modular units. The gaps in knowledge in the scale of panelized and volumetric
modularity is that, currently, there is no well-organized study focusing on the differences between
panelized and volumetric modular construction process. This study considers several logistical
variables and constrains of panelized and volumetric CLT modular construction operation. The
effects of these logistical issues are different in terms of total time and cost.
2.3 Summary of Literature and Gaps in Knowledge
In general, CLT modular construction is a relatively new trend in the building industry, especially
in North America. The development of CLT modular construction in both panelized and
volumetric scales of modularity offers considerable opportunities. Consequently, many people,
property managers, and contractors are not fully experts in this area. Based on this view, there is a
lack of knowledge in the integration of off-site and on-site construction logistics. CLT modular
construction offers construction companies plenty of opportunities. However, there are inadequate
studies in CLT modular construction logistics, which may cause cost overruns and project delays.
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Furthermore, panelized and volumetric scales of modularity have unique logistical issues in CLT
modular construction. This research identified that there is no tool for decision-making on CLT
modular construction operation regarding the scale of modularity. This study attempts to bridge
the gaps in knowledge by developing a simulation framework utilizing a case study.
2.4 Research Goals and Objectives
The goal of this research is to help the Architecture, Engineering, Construction (AEC) industry for
decision making in CLT modular projects. This research aims to analyze the impact of different
logistical factors on the total project productivity of CLT modular projects to aid with decisionmaking on projects.
To achieve this goal, the author developed a simulation framework. A simulation method can help
a better understanding of the differences and logistic issues of volumetric and panelized modular
CLT buildings. Comparative sensitivity analysis can serve as a tool to find the bottlenecks and
helps the contractors to design a system. Discrete event simulation is a useful method to design
and analyze construction operations (Martinez, 2010). This method is designed specifically for
modeling complex construction operations (Ioannou and Martinez, 1995).
The specific research objectives towards this goal are:
1. Evaluating the interdependencies between offsite and onsite processes involved in CLT
modular construction projects
2. Comparing the performance of panelized with volumetric modules for CLT construction
3. Assessing the effect of various logistical parameters on project performance.
A case study of a multi-story building is examined by simulation to showcase the impact of some
logistical variables on the CLT modular construction process. Effects of chosen variables are
evaluated to oversee the performance of panelized and volumetric CLT modular construction
logistics. Finally, an extensive review based on the given project conditions was provided to
compare panelized and volumetric modular construction in terms of cost and time.
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This framework can serve as a tool to help decision-makers to select the best alternative for each
logistic situation. The proposed methodology in the next chapter will aid architects, engineers, and
contractors to understand, improve, and facilitates construction logistics for panelized and
volumetric CLT modular construction.

2.4.1 Scopes of the Research
There are several variables in the process of modular construction that affects the productivity of
the system. However, in order to adequately limit the scope of this research, while still ensuring a
broad consideration of the supply chain, the following three variables are selected to determine
their effects on the panelized and volumetric modular construction performance: CLT layup
duration, duration of CNC processing of CLT panels, and transportation time. The reason for
choosing these variables is described below.
2.4.1.1 CLT Layup
The first variable relates to the time taken to press the individual dimensional lumber to obtain a
CLT panel and it is an important step in the manufacturing of CLT panels. The production of CLT
panels is expected to have a significant impact on project performance which is the reason for the
selection of this variable. Understanding project performance variation with respect to CLT layup
times can also inform manufacturers decision-making in terms of investment of new layup
technology and regarding the parallelization of this process. According to a global overview of
CLT industry (Albee, 2019), CLT presses can be categorized as hydraulic and vacuum. The level
of automation is different in these press machines, even between the same types. Most of the
manufacturers have only one CLT production line.
In some facilities, the entire layup process as well as the panel handling after being pressed, are
fully automatized. Figure 2.14 shows a typical CLT manufacturing line. The process is explained
in detail in section 5.1.
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Figure 2.14 An example of CLT manufacturing line. Source: www.ledinek.com
2.4.1.2 CNC Routing
The second variable selected for sensitivity analysis is the time taken for CNC routing of the
panels. CNC routing is another important factor in the production of CLT panels which may
drastically affect modular construction process. CNC machining duration can vary for different
sizes of CLT panels and for different types of CNC routers. Although modules use standardized
units each panel within a single module may be different in the size and number of openings. For
instance, some CLT panels may have openings for doors, windows, or both; while others may be
solid and not have any openings. All of these panels require routing, if not for openings, then for
their edges.
2.4.1.3 Transportation
The third variable considered is transportation time between the offsite manufacturing plant and
the on-site location of the final assembly. Transportation time is a variable that can have a
significant impact in the modular construction process because of the need to transport modules
and prefabricated elements from the off-site facility to the project site. The transportation of
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modules can be considerably different for panelized and volumetric systems, since loading
volumetric modules on truck will take much more space comparing to panelized modules and
consequently the cost of transporting volumetric modules can be higher. Additionally, there are
many other factors that affect the hauling duration of the modules. The distance between
manufacturer plant and construction site, heavy or light traffic, the road, and state regulations are
some examples of the parameters which may impact the speed of the transportation, and
consequently construction. Transportation distance is represented in terms of time which is
cumulative hauling time spent from off-site to on-site. The reason for selecting such parameter is
that it can be translated into not only distance, but also, anticipated traffic, truck speed, state
regulations etc.
2.5 Summary of Literature Review
This chapter provided a state of art literature review on the use of modular construction and CLT
on construction projects. It highlighted the research gaps and described the scope of the research
undertaken in this thesis. The next chapter will describe the methodology that is applied to the
process of CLT modular construction.
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CHAPTER 3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This research seeks to study the effect of various logistical variables in CLT modular construction
processes in terms of project performance forecasting and decision-making. As explained
previously, there is a lack of research in analyzing manufacturing and logistic constraints of the
CLT modular construction process. After conducting a literature review and discussing state of the
art, this research aims to narrow this knowledge gap by developing a DES model that considers
logistics of CLT modular buildings from the factory to the construction site. This chapter presents
the methodological approach used to develop simulation models that can be ultimately used as a
decision-making support system for improving productivity and decreasing the duration of the
construction operation. In this chapter, first, the general approach of the methodology is presented.
Next the DES modeling is discussed. At last, a subsequent sensitivity analysis will be discussed.

3.1 The Research Process
Figure 3.1 provides an overview of the methodology employed in this research. As shown in Figure
3.1, there are two main components to the methodology: 1. DES modeling and analysis for
comparison of various strategies; and 2. Sensitivity analysis of the construction performance in
response to changes in logistical parameters. The comparison of construction logistics of two
alternatives for CLT modular construction - panelized and volumetric methods, is performed by
inputting the values of the logistic parameters into a discrete event simulation. The data generated
from this simulation are then compared using sensitivity analysis.
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Figure 3.1 Overview of research methodology
3.2 Discrete Event Simulation
Simulation is the process of modeling a real system to understand its behavior and is a preferred
means for studying complex systems when it is expensive or infeasible to obtain insights from the
actual system or prototyping them in the real world. During the past decades, computer-based
simulations became more and more favorable as digital technology advanced. In the field of
construction management, new pieces of software were developed each year to assist contractors
with gaining better insights into the project by simulating it beforehand. Discrete event simulation
models the operation of a system as a sequence of events in time. DES is used to model CLT
modular construction logistics to identify bottlenecks and provide sensitivity analysis of variables
such as activity duration, travel times, and manufacturing plant capacity on project time. In the
next chapter, a case study of a modular multi-story building construction is provided to showcase
the utility of the developed simulation framework. This research provides a comparison of two
alternatives: two dimensional (2D) and volumetric (3D) modular construction by using discrete
event simulation.
Discrete event simulation (DES) models are developed to simulate the construction operations as
time-ordered sequences and chronological events (Louis, 2010). The tool used to evaluate
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construction operations and choose the most effective alternatives was jStrobe simulation software
that implements the STROBOSCOPE language for DES (Martinez 1996; Ioannou and Martinez,
1995). This simulation model is created based on the various activities that are a part of the
construction operations to be analyzed. Each operation activity defined in the model that is subject
to various startup conditions is based on the resources required for it to take place. (Martinez 1999).
DES has been used in the past to simulate heavy civil operations like highway paving operations
(Mostafavi et al. 2012) as well as building construction projects like CLT modular buildings (Abiri
et al. 2019). Additionally, it is used to visualize construction operations (Louis et al. 2014a) and
has been proven to be a suitable platform for monitoring an operation in real time (Louis and
Dunston 2016a, Louis and Dunston 2016b). It has also been used to optimize construction
operations (Shitole et al. 2020, Louis and Dunston 2018); and to serve as an operation-level control
platform for automating operations (Louis et al. 2014b, Louis and Dunston 2014). In this research,
DES is used to model and simulate the offsite manufacturing and assembly process for CLT
modular buildings.
To implement the DES models several steps were taken. First, the scope of the model was defined.
Second, the components of the model (such as activities and resources) representing the studied
system were selected and implemented in the model accordingly. Third, the input data for each
task in the operating system were collected (section 4.4). Then, the model was verified and
validated to ensure that it matches the real system. Next, the simulation experiments were executed
and processed through the simulation engine. Afterward, the output of each experiment was
analyzed to evaluate the performance of different systems and select the best system configurations
from multiple alternatives.

3.2.1 Definition of terminology
Network models constructed for the DES analysis were built from the following modeling
elements.
1. Queue: Queue is an element that represents idle resources. Each queue holds one type of
resource. Queue releases the resources when the previous activities stops. The user can
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allocate the number or amount of resources and monitor the average time of each resource.
The symbol below reflects in the queue in STROBOSCOPE.

2. Activities: Activities are the tasks operating with the assigned resources. The modeler can
allocate the duration of each activity, and monitor the number of current instances, the total
number of instances, first start, first finish, last start, and last finish of the activity. Combi
and Normal are the names of two different types of activities in STROBOSCOPE as shown
below. Combi starts with specific conditions when the preceding queues are rich in
available resources. Normal starts as soon as the instance of a precedent activity finishes
and comes only after another activity.

3. Links: Different queue and activity elements are connected by links that enable the flow of
resources between the nodes mentioned above and also enables the specification of
conditions for activity startup.
Running the simulation for a network provides results regarding the total time of the simulation
and provides summary statistics about each node such as the content inside queues and the
durations of activities.
3.3 Using Sensitivity Analysis
Sensitivity analysis is used to evaluate the impact of changes in input parameters of a model on
the performance of the system. To achieve this goal, selected parameters in the model is change
by a specific proportion while keeping all other parameters constant. This is done to evaluate
whether a single parameter can possibly affect the outcome of the entire network’s performance.
Monitoring the impact of variations in the model parameters is beneficial to enhance the reliability
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and robustness of the system. Sensitivity analysis can clarify the factors not anticipated before and
promote the efficiency of the results (Balaman, 2019).
Sensitivity analysis is used in this research to understand the interdependencies in the system
between the CLT plant and the construction site. In particular, the effect of selected parameters is
studied over the overall performance of the project. Then based on the results, bottlenecks of the
project are identified.
3.4 Summary of Methodology
The above methodology is applied to test the effect of various selected logistical parameters on
the construction productivity of a building under two different methods of CLT modular systems
– panelized and volumetric. This process is described in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4. CASE STUDY

The developed methodology is tested using a case study based on a real-world building project.
The project selected as case study is a volumetric modular multi-story building system developed
in the United States and, therefore complying with the United States regulations. The layout of the
selected volumetric module is also used to model panelized CLT construction in the simulation.
This chapter first describes the building, and then provides the assumptions made in modeling the
building using panelized and volumetric modules, along with the limitations imposed by these
assumptions. Next, the decomposition of the building into panelized and volumetric modules is
described which sets the stage for the description of the simulation models for these two scenarios.

4.1 Description of the Building
The case study for this research is based on a prototype three-story and three-unit building which
was developed as an urban model for post-disaster housing by the NYC Emergency management
(NYCEM) and Department of Design and Construction (DDC) (NYCEM, 2018). Apartments in
this model have either one or three bedrooms; along with a living area, a bathroom, a kitchen, and
a storage space. The one-bedroom apartment is about 480 square feet on the ground floor and
second floor. The ground floor apartment includes a public gallery. The three-bedroom apartment
is on the first floor and is about 813 square feet. The reason for selecting this case study is that it
is a three-story residential volumetric modular building which is designed for the United States. A
volumetric modular case study can be used to simulate its construction through other means such
as panelized modular construction, whereas panelized construction might not be applied to a
volumetric modular system.
The units are designed for fast assembly in the construction site with simple tools. Designing,
planning and ordering the materials from a factory can help to prefabricate the units ahead of
schedule. Whenever the correct amount and type of material is available in the factory, the
assembly line can produce the units and create one-bedroom apartment module every twenty-four
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hours (Figure 4.1). According to data in 2018, producing each unit costs around 250 dollars per
square foot, and the cost drops to about 185-200 dollars per square foot for more than 100 units
(NYCEM, 2018).

Figure 4.1 NYC prefabricating the modules in the factory (NYCEM, 2018)
The prefabricated modules are then transported to the construction site using large size trucks or
trailers which require permits and escort vehicles. As shown in Figure 4.2, in this specific project
the modules and the stair boxes dispensed in 8 trucks. The trucks travelled 2 days from Indiana to
New York. The largest module was 40’ in length and weighed 34000 lbs., both of which is slightly
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below the legal permissible module limitation (maximum legal module length and weight are in
order 42.5’ and 36000 lbs.) (NYCEM, 2018).

Figure 4.2 Prototype modules transported by trucks from manufacturing plant to the
construction site (NYCEM, 2018)
This prototype has the potential to be assembled, disassembled, and relocated. All the modules of
this building were installed by a crane and the whole building erected in 13.5 hours in 2 working
days. While the modules were set on the construction site, a crew was required to guide the
placement by the cranes while other crews were required to make final minor adjustments before
the final placement of the modules by hand (Figure 4.3). The modules were placed in one day for
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a single building, and on the second day, stair boxes were placed as shown in Figure 4.4.
(NYCEM, 2018).

Figure 4.3 Installation of the modules in day 1 (NYCEM, 2018)

Figure 4.4 Installation of the modules in day 2 (NYCEM, 2018)
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The building, consisting of 5 modules and one staircase, can be completed and ready to use in two
weeks given the time for installation of the utilities and inspection. Broadly speaking, advance
planning in the modular construction can optimize the process of construction, reducing the
building costs and time, and address the urgent housing demands (NYCEM, 2018). The floor plans
of the apartment units are described below.
4.1.1 Building Architectural Drawings
The architectural plans can be used to determine the number and size of walls, floors, and ceilings;
as well as the size of the modules to be manufactured. Thus, since the design of the building will
affect the productivity of manufacturing, it is important to study the plans and select a reasonable
design for the modules of the project. The architectural plans of the individual level of the building
is shown below. Figure 4.5 is the first-floor plan, and figure 4.6 is the second and third floor.

Figure 4.5 First floor plan, dimensions are in inches
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Figure 4.6 Second and third floor plan, dimensions are in inches
As mentioned above, the architectural plan selected for panelized and volumetric modular
construction is the same. This similarity is selected to ensure that a fair comparison is possible
between the models.
4.2 Assumptions Made for the Models
This section describes the assumptions that were made in creating the simulation models for
comparison between the panelized and volumetric modular construction using the case study
building described above. This is especially important since the described building is not originally
meant to be built with CLT, whereas the simulation models are meant to study the difference
between panelized and volumetric modular construction with CLT. This following general
assumptions were made for the research:
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-

For panelized model it is assumed that the panelized model is created with 5-ply CLT
panels. Also, it is assumed that the total number of crews working on-site for installation
are four people. For assembling the units on-site, first the floors of a level are assembled,
followed by the walls.

-

For volumetric model it is supposed that the volumetric module is created with 3-ply CLT
panels. Since the modules are full cubes, they have both floors and roofs in each unit.
Assembling volumetric modules on top of (or beside) each other will result in having
double CLT panels in between of units.

-

For both panelized and volumetric systems, it is assumed that manufacturing plants have
adequate capacity for storing modules. Furthermore, both models have the same number
of crews in the factory. It is also assumed that both simulation models have the same
number of vehicles and equipment with the similar capacity. Details of resource allocation
for off-site operation are discussed in step 1, in sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2.

-

For both panelized and volumetric model, three trucks are used for transporting modules.
When the factory completed creating required modules for one level of the building, one
truck is loaded and sent to the jobsite. Details of resource allocation for transportation are
provided at step 2, in section 4.5.1 and 4.5.2.

-

For panelized system, it is assumed that four labors required for on-site process, but in
volumetric model three labors allocated for the on-site operation. Details of the description
of the resource allocation for on-site installation are discussed at step 3, in section 4.5.1 for
panelized model, and section 4.5.2 for volumetric model.

Table 4.1 provides the key differences between the assumptions used in the creation of panelized
and volumetric simulation models. In panelized model the modules will be sent as panels to onsite, that is why there is no off-site assembly associated with it, while the modules are preassembled off-site in the case of volumetric system.
Table 4.1 Differences between panelized and volumetric model in assumption
Panelized Model
Volumetric Model
Number of plies in CLT panels

5-ply

3-ply
(for walls, floors, and roofs)
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Number of on-site labors

4 persons

3 persons

Off-site CLT assembly line

Absent

Present

The necessary assumptions impose certain limitations to this research, which are noted below:
1. This research does not consider the structural aspects of the buildings in both panelized
and volumetric models. Also, panelized and volumetric models do not have identical
structural performance. This study only analyzes the logistical factors of the panelized and
volumetric models.
2. CLT modular construction is a new method of building, especially in the USA. Since there
were no available documented CLT volumetric modular construction in the USA, which
followed relevant regulations, building codes and standards, the selected case study was a
steel volumetric modular construction which was developed for the USA.
3. Off-site limitations: Modules in volumetric construction can be fabricated as fully or
partially furnished units. This study only considered the process of fabricating CLT panels,
cutting the openings, assembling the CLT panels into volumetric modules offsite, and
installing empty volumetric modules on-site. This study did not consider activities such as
panel insulation, windows and doors assembly, cladding, mechanical, electrical, and
plumbing (MEP) installation.
4. This model excluded modeling stairs and disregarded costs of material, off-site vehicles
and equipment, cost of operating CNC and CLT press machines, and electricity bill.
5. Transportation constraints: This study considers the transportation distance based on the
overall travel time from off-site plant to job site. The speed of the truck, the volume of
traffic jam, and the driver’s behavior are not considered individually in the duration of
truck hauling and returning.
In summary, the main limitations of this study are disregarding the structural characteristics,
lacking CLT volumetric modular building in the United States, and excluding several finishing
activities.
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4.3 Decomposition into Panelized and Volumetric Modules
As mentioned in previous sections, this research presents two models for different scales of
modularity, panelized system (2D) and volumetric system (3D). Since the selected building for the
case study was not originally designed to be decomposed into panelized or volumetric modules
made with CLT, this sections describes the decomposition of the given architectural plans of the
units to be constructed from a CLT volumetric and panelized modular system. The details of
architectural plans used for modeling of panelized and volumetric CLT modular buildings are
presented in this section.
4.3.1 Panelized modules
The panelized modular architectural plan consists of 8’ by 10’ CLT panels, shown in Figure 4.7.
The dimensions of the walls, floors, and roofs are the same in this model.

Figure 4.7 Dimensions and configurations of (a) floors/roofs and (b) walls for panelized
model.
Figure 4.8 shows the assembly of CLT panels into a panelized modular building. Black panels
marked as (a) are floors and ceilings and blue panels marked as (b) are walls of the building. The
assembly of each level of the building starts with installing floors. Once the flooring of the first
level is installed, the walls are assembled. This process is repeated for the next levels until the roof
of 3rd level is installed. It should be mentioned that the floor of the second level serves as the roof
of first level. In other words, for the panelized modular system used in this research only one CLT
panel is used between first and second level, or second and third level.
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Figure 4.8 Assembly of panelized modular building used for simulation (a) floors/roofs
(b) walls.
4.3.2 Volumetric modules
The volumetric modules are fabricated with CLT panels of the same size of those used in the
panelized system: 8’ by 10’ CLT panels. The modules for volumetric system are classified into
three different closed cubical units. Figure 4.9 shows the three different volumetric units. As shown
in the figure, composition of unit c, d, and f forms one level of the building. Figure 4.10 shows
how the modules are assembled on-site to form a 3-storey building. The architectural plan is the
same for all three levels of the building. It is important to note that that unlike panelized system, a
single panel does not form floor and roof. Each module is full cubic unit with its own floors and
roofs. Additionally, each unit has its own walls; therefore, two panels create the wall of the two
adjacent modules.
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Figure 4.9 Dimensions and configurations of each volumetric modules used in this
research (left side). Picture on the right is a top view showing how the modules put
together.
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Figure 4.10 Assembly of volumetric modular building used for simulation. Picture on
right is a view from above showing how the modules put together
The above descriptions of the panelized and volumetric modular systems are used to create the
simulation models of the process of manufacturing and construction the buildings. This requires
the collection of input data for the simulation models which are first described in the next section.
4.4 Input Data for the Models
The author collected data through site visits with manufacturers, engineers, project managers, and
superintendents. This data can be classified into process-related data that comprises of durations
and resource requirements, and cost data.
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4.4.1 Logistics data
For the CLT production, data was collected from logistics supervisor and director of technical
services at D.R. Johnson company (March 2019). These data comprised of the description of the
CLT manufacturing logistics, typical lumber and CLT dimensions, duration and required number
of crews in each workstation. For the CLT panel assembly and module installation, data were
collected from one project manager and two field superintendents at Western Wood Structures Inc.
(January 2020). These data are presented through descriptions of simulation models in section 4.5
and included on-site installation process, duration of each process, required number of crews,
vehicles and equipment. Also, section 4.4.2 presents hourly costs of filed work. D.R. Johnson
specializes in manufacture of CLT. Western Wood Structures Inc. specializes in engineered timber
design, fabrication and installation for more than 50 years. The detailed process and description
are provided in section 4.5.
4.4.2 Hourly Costs of Field Works
In this research, in order to compare the panelized and volumetric modular construction operation
costs, field costs and off-site labor costs are estimated. On-site and transportation costs are
associated with hourly carpenters, on-site crane and crane operator, and freight costs. Off-site costs
are involved with factory labor costs. Off-site and on-site labors hourly charge differ because offsite labors are in a controlled condition environment and more secure and safe place. Moreover,
off-site labors do not need practical or special skills because of repetitive work, while carpenters
at the construction site require high-level training. According to the project manager at Western
Wood Structures Inc., and Northwest carpenter union, the hourly field crew, crane with crane
operator, truck, and off-site labor costs are provided in Table 4.2. Hourly crane rates included
crane operator. It is assumed that local crane is used, and crane mobilization cost is the same in
every location. It should be noted that taxes for all the costs are omitted.
Off-site Labor
Costs

40 $/h

Table 4.2 Hourly costs of field works
On-site Labor
Crane
Crane Mobilization
75 $/h

300 $/h

250 $ per mobilization

Truck
200 $/h
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4.5 Simulation Models
Two DES models (one for each modular construction system, panelized and volumetric
respectively) for a three-story residential building with the same architectural plan, dimension, and
openings were developed using the J-Strobe simulation program. The simulation model is a
continuous workflow from the production of the CLT panels in the plant to the assembly on-site.
The next two subsections are devoted to discuss the features of each model. Each section first
provides a description of the process of manufacturing and construction in each case. Then, the
model itself is presented along with associated explanations of the processes and data involved.
4.5.1 Simulation Modeling of CLT Panelized Construction
Figure 4.11 shows an overview of the CLT panelized construction logistics. The scope of this
model is to simulate a three-story CLT panelized building operation through a case study.

Figure 4.11 An overview of the CLT panelized modular construction process
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As can be observed from figure 4.11, the three main steps of this model are 1. Creating the CLT
panels in the factory, 2. Transporting the CLT panels to the construction site, and 3. Assembling
the CLT panels on the construction site. A detailed description of each step is provided below.
1. Creating the CLT panels in the factory
The left box of figure 4.11, labeled as off-site construction, shows the procedure of creating CLT
panels in the manufacturing plant. The stages and activities required to make the CLT panels at
the factory are explained below.
1. Lumber pre-processing: This step includes the following activities: a) primary lumber
selection, b) lumber grouping, and c) lumber planning (CLT Handbook, 2013). According
to the D.R. Johnson CLT company, pre-processing takes 3 days (24 hours) and requires
four crews and one planner.
2. Cutting lumber to length: To cut the lumber/layers to length, 1 shift of crew (4 hours) and
a saw are required. This stage takes 4 hours using 1 saw and 1 labor (D.R. Johnson 2019).
3. Lumber movement: According to the D.R. Johnson CLT company, one crew and a forklift
are required to move the lumber from the sawing station to the layup station. It takes 15
minutes for each movement. Lumber movement can be performed at the same time as the
CLT layup station is working. In other words, forklift takes the lumber from the saw station
to the CLT layup station, and while the CLT layup machine is working.
4. CLT layup: This step of the process is consisted of the following activities: a) Adhesive
application, b) CLT layup, c) Assembly pressing (CLT Handbook, 2013). According to the
D.R. Johnson CLT company, applying glue, adhesive application and layup shall be
performed the day after lumber planning that surfaces are refreshed. CLT layup requires
uniform distribution between 1 to 2 hours and needs two crews. If the pressing machine
works with 3-ply CLT panel, two 3-ply CLT panels will be created from each station at a
time, but if the pressing machine works for 5 layers, the station's output will produce only
one 5-ply CLT panel per pressing.
It is worth mentioning that data used in the model assumes a semi-automatic CLT layup in
which one ply is laid by the machine and the other by the crew with the help of a forklift.
When the CLT panel is pressed the CLT is moved from this station to the next station by a
crane. The crane requires 5 minutes for each movement.
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5. Curing: When the CLT panels get out of the press, they are placed on top of each other.
This is for pressing them for a longer time allowing the adhesive to fully cure. According
to D.R. Johnson company, curing time is about 12 hours. If the workers are working for 8
hours per day, it means that they should take out the CLT panels from the curing station
the next day. From the curing station, the CLT panels are moved to CNC router by the
same crane that works between the press and this station. The crane requires 5 minutes for
each movement.
6. CNC routing: The CNC router will cut the CLT panel into the required dimensions and cut
the openings. In this stage, the CNC router may require from 10 minutes to 1.5 hours based
on the cutting pattern and one crew works on this machine under the supervision of a
supervisor. The same crane works to move the CLT panels from the CNC router to the
coating station.
7. Coating the panels: Coating is used to increase the resistance of the panels against
environmental moisture and damage.
CLT panels are made of sawn lumber. The dimensions of the lumber, CLT press size, and typical
number of layers to make CLT panels are stated in Table 4.3 (D.R. Johnson, 2019). The
configuration of a 3-ply CLT panel and the calculations of number of sawn lumbers are showed in
figure 4.12. These calculations are generated based on selection of 2” by 5” dimension lumber for
fabrication of CLT. As shown in the figure, for fabrication of an 8’ by 10’ CLT panel, the
longitudinal layer requires 22 pieces of lumber and the transversal layer requires 27. This means
that a 3-ply CLT requires 71 pieces of board and a 5-ply CLT requires 164 pieces. The lumber size
(thickness, width, and length) will change depending on the project, lumber order, and the CLT
press machine capacity.
Table 4.3 Dimensions of lumbers, CLT press machine, and typical layers of CLT (D.R.
Johnson, 2019)
Typical CLT press size
8’ by 10’
Typical Number of layers

3 and 5 layers

Typical Width of each lumber

5”
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Typical Lumber size

Nominal Size: 2”x5”x10’ (Thickness, Width, Length)
Actual Size: 1.5”x4.5”x10’ (Thickness, Width, Length)

Figure 4.12 CLT panel dimensions, and configuration of the layers
The total number of CLT panels to make the building based on the case study and assumptions is
123 5-ply CLT panels (66 CLT panels for the walls and 57 panels for the roofs). In this model, the
total number of panels to create one floor is 41. In order to make one 5-ply CLT panel, 120 pieces
of lumber are required. Therefore, it is calculated that 14760 pieces of lumber are required to model
the building (120 pieces of lumber for each 5-ply panel multiplied by 123 panels).
Table 4.4 provides the duration, the number of crews, supervisor, trucks, forklift, saw, pressing
machine, crane, CNC router, coater for each task. Based on the description above, off-site CLT
panelized modular building model is developed in j-Strobe simulation system and showed in
Figures 4.13 and 4.14.
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Table 4.4 Off-site construction of CLT Panelized Model, unit: hours
CLT

Duration

Panelized

(hours)

#of

# of

#of

#of

#of

#of

#of

CNC

#of

Crew Supervisor Planner Forklift Saw Pressing Crane Machine Coater

Model,

Machine

off-site

Pre-

24

4

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.25

1

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

4

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

2

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

processing
Lumber
Moving
Cut to Length

CLT layup Uniform
[1,2]
CLT moving

0.083

1

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

Curing

12

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

1

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

CNC routing Uniform
[0.16,1.5]
Coating

2
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Figure 4.13 The simulation model for off-site manufacturing of the CLT panelized
modular building, part 1
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Figure 4.14 The simulation model for off-site manufacturing of the CLT panelized
modular building, part 2
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2. Transporting the CLT panels from the factory to the construction site
After all the CLT panels are created in the factory, a crew load them in a truck by using a forklift.
Table 4.5 shows the duration, the number of crews, trucks, and forklift required to transport the
panels to the construction site. Transportation of CLT panelized modules is developed in j-Strobe
simulation system and showed in Figure 4.15.
Table 4.5 Transportation of the panels from the factory to the job site, unit: hours
Transportation of
Duration
#of Crews
# of Truck
# of Forklift
the Panels
Loading

2

1

1

1

Hauling

Uniform [2,22]

-

1

-

Returning

Uniform [2,22]

-

1

-

Figure 4.15 The simulation model for transportation of the CLT panels

3. Installation on the Construction site
According to the project manager at Western Wood Structures Inc., when the truck arrives at the
construction site, the CLT panels are unloaded by a crane, a crane operator, and two crews for
rigging the CLT modules. The panels are landed and assembled by four crews, a crane and a crane
operator. The crane, two crews, and the crane operator are the same ones at unloading stage. In
this phase, the panels should be braced, and connected by timber connections. According to the
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project manager and superintendents at Western Wood Structures Inc., each CLT panel requires
30 minutes to be braced and installed. Table 4.6 shows the duration, the number of crews, crane,
and crane operator needed for each task of CLT panelized modular building on the construction
site. Although the data in Table 4.6 may vary from project to project, the data presented is
identified as the common procedure for installation of panelized CLT based on interviews with
Western Wood Structures engineers and superintendents having great experiences of CLT
projects.
Table 4.6 On-site activities of the panelized model (Western Wood Structures, 2020),
unit: hours
Panelized Model,
Duration # of Crews #of Crane
#of Crane
On-site

Operator

Unloading

5

2

1

1

Assembling the panels

0.5

4

1

1

Based on the above description, on-site CLT panel installation model is developed in j-Strobe
simulation system and showed in figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.16 The simulation model for on-site installation of the CLT panels
4.5.2 Simulation Modeling of CLT Volumetric Construction
Figure 4.17 shows an overview of the CLT volumetric modular construction logistics. Three main
steps of this model are almost the same as the CLT panelized modular model: 1. fabricating the
CLT volumetric modules in the factory, 2. Transporting the CLT modules to the construction site,
and 3. Assembling the CLT modules on the jobsite. There are some differences between CLT
panelized modules and volumetric modular construction processes, however, the process of
making CLT panels are the same for both. The main differences between these two delivery
methods are that CLT panels are assembled into volumetric modules in the factory before
transporting them to the construction site. This also affects further operation of loading CLT
modules, and on-site installations. A detailed description of each step is mentioned below.
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Figure 4.17 An overview of the CLT volumetric modular construction process
1. Creating the CLT volumetric modules in the factory
In the step of fabricating CLT panels, all the pre-processing, cutting lumbers to the length, lumber
movements, curing, CNC routing, and panel coating are the same as creating CLT panelized in the
factory. The only procedures that are different from CLT panelized model in off-site construction
are CLT layup and assembling panels.
•

CLT layup: 3-ply CLT panels are used to create the simulated three-story volumetric CLT
modular building, instead of 5-ply CLT. The volumetric modules designed with 3-ply CLT
panels are stack on top or next to each other. In other words, a 3-ply CLT panel lies adjacent
to another 3-ply CLT panel. It is computed that 71 pieces of lumber are required in order
to make a 3-ply CLT panel of the dimensions for the module. The total number of CLT
panels to make the building based on the case study are 192 3-ply CLT panels.
Accordingly, it is calculated that 13632 pieces of lumber are required for the modeled
building (71 pieces of lumber for each 3-ply panel multiplied by 192 panels). In this stage,
another difference between volumetric and panelized models is the number of CLT panels
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created by CLT pressing machine. As mentioned before, one CLT pressing machine can
produce two 3-ply CLT panels or one 5-ply CLT panel at each operation. In the pressing
stage for volumetric modular construction, two panels would be pressed at a time.
•

Assembling panels: After coating of the CLT panels is completed, two crews and a crane
work to assemble and make a volumetric unit. According to Mike Dyer, project manager
at Western Wood Structure Inc., installation of each CLT panel by two crews in the factory
requires 20 minutes, one crane and one crane operator. As a result, 7 hours are required to
install 21 CLT panels for one floor volumetric modular building. Table 4.7 shows the CLT
panel assembly duration in volumetric modular construction in the plant.
Table 4.7 Assembling CLT panels to form volumetric CLT modules off-site, unit: hours
(Western Wood Structures, 2020)
Volumetric Model,
Duration #of Crew
# of Crane
# of Crane
Off-site
Operator
Panel Assembly

7 hours

2

1

1

Based on the above description, off-site CLT volumetric modules assembly model is developed in
j-Strobe simulation system and showed in Figures 4.18 and 4.19.
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Figure 4.18 The simulation model for off-site manufacturing of the CLT volumetric
modular building, part 1
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Figure 4.19 The simulation model for off-site manufacturing of the CLT volumetric
modular building, part 2
2. Transporting the CLT volumetric modules from the factory to the construction site
When fabrication of the volumetric unit is completed, the panels are loaded in a truck by a laborer,
a crane, and a crane operator. Table 4.8 shows the duration, number of crews, crane, and crane
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operator required to transport the volumetric units. Transportation of CLT volumetric modules is
developed in j-Strobe simulation system and showed in Figure 4.20.
Table 4.8 Transportation of the volumetric units from the factory to the job site, unit:
hours
Transportation of
Duration
#of Crew
# of Truck
# of Crane
the Panels
Loading

0.5

1

1

1

Hauling

Uniform [2,22]

-

1

-

Returning

Uniform [2,22]

-

1

-

Figure 4.20 The simulation model for transportation of the CLT volumetric units
3. Installation on the Construction site
According to the project manager at Western Wood Structures Inc., when the truck arrives at the
construction site, the CLT modules are unloaded by a crane, a crane operator, and two crews for
rigging the CLT modules. The crane, two crews, and the crane operator are the same ones at the
unloading stage. According to the project manager and superintendents at Western Wood
Structures Inc., each floor using volumetric units approximately requires 2 hours to be erected.
Table 4.9 shows the duration, the number of crews, crane, and crane operator needed for each task
of CLT volumetric modular building on the construction site.
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Table 4.9 On-site activities of the volumetric model (Western Wood Structures Inc.),
unit: hours
Volumetric Model,
Duration
#of Crews
#of Crane
#of Crane
On-site

Operator

Unloading

0.5

2

1

1

Assembling the

2

3

1

1

modules
Based on the above description, on-site CLT volumetric unit installation model is developed in jStrobe simulation program and showed in Figure 4.21.

Figure 4.21 The simulation model for on-site installation of the CLT volumetric units
4.6 Summary of Case Study
This chapter presented the case study, assumptions, limitation of assumptions, and simulation
models. The case study is used for acquiring a better understanding of logistic parameters and
providing realistic assumptions for the variables of this study. Based on the architectural plan of
the case study, two models generated for panelized and volumetric CLT modular buildings were
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used for the simulations. The next chapter provides the analysis and results of DES models used
in this project.
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CHAPTER 5. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Two different systems (2D and 3D, or panelized and volumetric) for implementing CLT modular
construction were modeled using a discrete event simulation platform for a selected case study.
This model was used to obtain results in terms of construction performance for these two methods
by varying three logistical parameters which were identified in Chapter 2 (see section 2.5.1). These
parameters are: CLT press duration, CNC process duration, and transportation distance. Thus, a
sensitivity analysis is performed on the output data from modeling simulation to analyze the impact
of each logistic parameter on the overall duration and costs of the project under the two
implementation strategies for modular construction. It must be noted that the effect of other
parameters on construction performance difference between the two methods may also be studied.
However, this thesis limits its scope to the three selected parameters as justified previously. This
section describes the results of this sensitivity analysis.

5.1 Duration of Parameter Changes
According to D.R. Johnson (2019), the duration of laying up and assembling 3 to 7 plies CLT
panels with the dimensions of 8 feet by 10 feet is in a range between 1 hour to 2 hours. As shown
in table 2, 1 hour, 1 hour and 15 minutes, 1 hour and 30 minutes, 1 hour and 45 minutes, and 2
hours selected and applied to the simulation models. It was worth mentioning that the reported
layup process and time ranges are for semi-automatic operations (i.e., just one lamination direction
is automatized while layup of laminations in the other orthogonal direction is performed by two
crews). Based on input received from a CLT manufacturer, the duration of CNC machine process
for each CLT panel is defined in a range between 10 minutes to 1 hour and 30 minutes. 10 minutes,
30 minutes, 50 minutes. As shown in Table 5.1, 1 hour and 10 minutes, and 1 hour and 30 minutes
selected and applied to the simulation models.
It is assumed that hauling the modules from one CLT manufacturing facility to the construction
sites in different locations and states, takes a range between 2 hours to 22 hours. 2 hours (to
Portland, OR), 7 hours (to San Francisco, CA), 12 hours (to Los Angeles, CA), 17 hours (to
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Phoenix, AZ), and 22 hours (to Denver, CO). These durations (Table 5.1) were selected and
applied to the simulation models.
Table 5.1 The duration of parameter changes (D.R. Johnson, 2019)
Duration

Variable
CLT Layup

1 hour

CNC Process
Transportation

1 hour and 15 1 hour and 30 1 hour and 45

10 minutes
2 hours

minutes

minutes

30 minutes

50 minutes

7 hours

12 hours

2 hours

minutes
1 hour and 10 1 hour and 30
minutes

minutes

17 hours

22 hours

5.2 Modular Construction Simulation Time
As described in the previous chapter, two simulation models were created for panelized and
volumetric modular CLT construction using DES method. The effect of each parameter is
measured by changing the related variables within a defined range. Five equally divided instances
of changes are selected for each variable. Therefore, 125 models are developed for the CLT
panelized modular construction, and 125 models are developed for the CLT volumetric modular
construction. The data obtained from the models are compiled in tables and presented as graphs in
the next section to help better understanding of the relations between logistic parameters.
5.2.1. Panelized Model Simulation Time
The effect of changing variables on total simulation time of the panelized model is discussed in
this section. Then, the optimum total simulation time and the bottleneck on panelized model is
determined.
5.2.1.1 Changing CNC Routing Duration and Transportation Time
Figure 5.1 shows the total simulation time of the panelized modular model when CLT layup
duration is 1 hours and CNC layup duration and transportation time are changing. Other graphs
which have 1 hour and 15 minutes, 1 hour and 45 minutes, and 2 hours CLT layup duration follow
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a similar trend to Figure 5.1. For the sake of conserving space, other figures are attached in the
appendix.

Figure 5.1 Total simulation time for CLT panelized modular construction using 1-hour
CLT layup duration
As illustrated in Figure 5.1, the minimum and maximum simulation time when the CLT layup
duration is 1 hour are in order 77 and 82 days. The optimum simulation time for panelized modular
building with CLT layup duration of 1 hour is 77 to 78 days. The optimum simulation time occurs
when the duration of CNC routing is between 10 minutes to 1 hours and 10 minutes and the
transportation time is between 2 hours to 12 hours.
5.2.1.2 Changing CLT layup Duration and Transportation Time
Figure 5.2 shows the total simulation time of panelized modular system, when the CNC routing
time is 10 minutes and CLT layup duration and transportation time are changing. The graphs for
30 minutes, 50 minutes, 1 hour and 10 minutes, and 1 hour and 30 minutes CNC routing time
follow a similar trend to Figure 5.2. Other graphs are attached in the appendix.
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Figure 5.2 Total simulation time for CLT panelized modular construction using 10
minutes CNC routing duration

As illustrated in Figure 5.2, the minimum and maximum simulation time when the CNC routing
duration is 10 minutes are in order 77 and 80 days and the optimum simulation time for panelized
modular construction is 77 days which occurs when the transportation time is 2 hours.
Transportation time has direct relation with the total simulation time, while CLT layup duration
will not change the total simulation time significantly.
5.2.1.3 Changing CNC Routing and CLT layup Duration
Figure 5.3 shows the total simulation time of the panelized modular system with transportation
distance of 2 hours and CNC routing and CLT layup duration variables. The graphs for other total
simulation times are following a similar trend to this one. Other graphs are provided in the
appendix.
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Figure 5.3 Total simulation time for CLT panelized modular construction using 2-hour
truck transportation
As showed in Figure 5.3, the minimum and maximum simulation time when the transportation
time is 2 hours are in order 77 and 81 days. The minimum total simulation time for panelized
modular building is identified 77 days depending on duration of CNC processing. Total simulation
time is optimum when CNC process duration is between 10 minutes to 50 minutes.
5.2.1.4 Optimum Distributions on Panelized Model
Total simulation time when changing all variables on panelized model changes from 77 to 83 days.
According to sections 5.2.1.1 to 5.2.1.3 and Figures 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3, the optimum simulation time
is 77 to 78 days when CNC routing time is between 10 minutes and 1 hour and 10 minutes, CLT
layup time is between 1 hour to 2 hours, and Transportation time is between 2 to 12 hours.
5.2.2 Volumetric Model Simulation Time
The effect of changing variables on total simulation time of the volumetric model is described in
this section. Then, the optimum total simulation time and the bottleneck on volumetric model is
presented.
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5.2.2.1 Changing CNC Routing Duration and Transportation Time
Figure 5.4 shows the total simulation time of the volumetric modular model when CLT layup
duration is 1 hours and CNC layup duration and transportation time are changing. Other graphs
which have 1 hour and 15 minutes, 1 hour and 45 minutes, and 2 hours CLT layup duration follow
a similar trend to Figure 5.4. For the sake of conserving space, other figures are attached in the
appendix.

Figure 5.4 Total simulation time for CLT volumetric modular construction using 1-hour
CLT layup duration
As illustrated in figure 5.4, the minimum and maximum simulation time are in order 106 and 110
days. The optimum simulation time for volumetric modular building with CLT layup duration of
1 hour is 106 to 108 days. The optimum simulation time occurs when the transportation time is at
the minimum value, i.e. 2 hours. As transportation duration increases, the total simulation time
increases as well.
5.2.2.2 Changing CLT layup Duration and Transportation Time
Figure 5.5 shows the total simulation time of volumetric modular system, when the CNC routing
time is 10 minutes and CLT layup and transportation time are changing. The graphs for 30 minutes,
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50 minutes, 1 hour and 10 minutes, and 1 hour and 30 minutes CNC routing time follow a similar
trend to this figure. Other graphs are attached in the appendix.

Figure 5.5 Total simulation time for CLT volumetric modular construction using 10
minutes CNC routing duration
As illustrated in Figure 5.5, the minimum and maximum simulation time are in order 106 and 110
days. The optimum simulation time for volumetric modular construction is 106 to 108 days which
occurs when the transportation time is between 2 to 12 hours. Similar to previous graphs, as
transportation time increases, the overall project time increases, but, CLT layup duration does not
significantly affect the total simulation time.
5.2.2.3 Changing CNC Routing and CLT layup Duration
Figure 5.6 shows the total simulation time of the volumetric modular system with transportation
distance of 2 hours and CNC routing and CLT layup duration variables. The graphs for other total
simulation times are following a similar trend to this one. For the sake of conserving space, other
graphs are attached in the appendix.
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Figure 5.6 Total simulation time for CLT volumetric modular construction using 2-hour
truck transportation
As showed in Figure 5.6, the minimum and maximum simulation time are in order 106 and 107
days. The optimum total simulation time for panelized modular building is identified 106 days
depending on duration of CNC processing. The optimum simulation time occurs when the CNC
routing duration is between 30 minutes to 1 hour and 30 minutes.
5.2.2.4 Optimum Distributions on Volumetric Model
Total simulation time when changing all variables on volumetric model varies between 106 to 111
days. As illustrated in sections 5.2.2.1 to 5.2.2.3 and shown in Figures 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6, the
optimum simulation time occurs when CNC routing time is between 30 minutes and 1 hour and
10 minutes, and transportation time is minimum.
5.2.3. Identifying the Bottleneck in the Simulation Model
Moving lumber to the CLT press machine is one of the major bottlenecks in the simulation time.
This happens because four crews are sharing responsibilities on some off-site workstation, while
they are assigned for other off-site tasks. These off-site labors share responsibilities in moving
lumber to the press machine and fabricating the CLT panels in another stages. Since one of the
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labors is busy working in CLT fabrication station, he/she cannot move the lumber at the same time.
This will cause long pauses in the loading phase. For better understanding this factor, an additional
model is developed with an extra crew working solely for moving lumber to the CLT press
machine. Comparing this new model with the previous one shows that adding one crew for moving
lumber to the CLT press would remove the bottleneck.
The above-mentioned statement indicates that the station of moving lumber to the CLT press
machine can be a bottleneck when the CNC routing duration is long. It is important to dedicate
enough labor to this stage of the workflow to avoid any unwanted stalls in the process.
5.2.4 Comparison of Panelized and Volumetric Model
In this section the simulation model of panelized and volumetric systems is compared to each
other. At first, a comparison between the total simulation time of panelized and volumetric models
are provided. Later, the average duration of individual stages of construction, i.e. off-site
transportation, and on-site, in panelized and volumetric systems are compared. These average
durations are calculated using various values gained by changing CLT layup, CNC routing, and
transportation time variables.
5.2.4.1 Comparison of Total Simulation Model
Comparing the simulation time by changing CLT layup, CNC routing, and transportation time
variables for panelized and volumetric model shows that the panelized modular construction is
generally faster than volumetric modular construction in the specific case studied in this research.
This is mainly due to the off-site production of modular construction. Basically, module assembly
considered as an additional station in the volumetric simulation model compared to the panelized
system. With having the same number of crews as the panelized system at the off-site production
line, the crews in volumetric system have to work on an extra production stage, i.e. assembly of
modules, which will increase total production duration. Increasing the number of crews for
volumetric modular systems will enhance efficiency of the production line but increases the costs.
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5.2.4.2 Comparison of Average Off-site, Transportation, and On-site Simulation Time
To fully understand the reasons behind the gap between total simulation time of panelized and
volumetric system, Figure 5.7 shows off-site production, transportation, on-site construction, and
total simulation time in panelized and volumetric models when averaging all of parameter
scenarios.
Off-site simulation time begins when the lumber enters to the plant and ends when the last truck
completes loading. Transportation simulation time is the time difference between the first truck
completes loading in the plant and the last truck starts unloading onsite. On-site simulation time is
the time difference between first truck unloading on construction site and the time module
assembly completed on-site.

Figure 5.7 Average off-site production, transportation, on-site construction, and total
simulation time in panelized and volumetric models
As illustrated in Figure 5.7, on-site and transportation simulation time in the volumetric model is
less than in the panelized model. However, off-site simulation time of volumetric model is much
higher than panelized model. The difference in off-site simulation time of volumetric and
panelized model is so large which is mainly because there is one additional workstation of module
assembly for volumetric model, while the same number of labors allocated off-site for both
panelized and volumetric model. Having lower transportation and on-site simulation time do not
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offset that, and finally results in having higher total simulation time for volumetric model. This
shows that volumetric modular CLT systems can be more feasible comparing to panelized systems
when the prefabrication period is relatively short. This can be achieved by employing more offsite labors, equipment, and more sophisticated production lines. It should be noted that in the
simulation of on-site operation fewer number of labors used in volumetric system than panelized
model.
5.2.5 Comparison of Volumetric Model and Case Study
The results from volumetric simulation model is compared to the case study in the Table 5.2. All
of the simulation models and the case study have the similar area and architectural plan. In the
case study, the modules have transferred from Indiana to New York which is about 12 hours
distance. Since the case study is a volumetric modular construction, the closest model to the case
study which is the volumetric simulation model with 12 hours transportation distance, has been
selected for comparison. The constructor reported that their on-site construction time was 13.5
hours which is about 1.6 working day. This duration it is close to the results achieved from the
volumetric simulation model generated in this research.
Table 5.2 Comparison of case study with volumetric simulation model
Location
Transportation Module Assembly
Case Study

Indiana, IN – New York, NY

Vol. (3D) Simulation Riddle, OR – Los Angeles, CA

Distance

Duration

12 hours

13.5 hours

12 hours

16 hours

5.3 Comparison of Volumetric and Panelized Model in Terms of Cost
In order to compare the cost of volumetric and panelized model, hourly cost of off-site labor, truck
and truck driver, on-site labor and crane is used. Table 5.3 shows the hourly cost and number of
off-site labors, truck, on-site labors, and crane used in panelized and volumetric modular model.
Table 5.3 Labor and vehicle costs in panelized and volumetric model
Panelized model
Volumetric model
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Hourly Cost

Quantity

Cost

Quantity

Cost

($/h)
Off-site Labor

$40

4

$160

4

$160

On-site Labor

$75

4

$300

3

$225

On-site Crane

$300

1

$300

1

$300

Truck

$200

1

$200

1

$200

In order to figure out the total cost, hourly cost of labor and vehicles used in panelized and
volumetric model multiplied by the average of off-site, transportation, and on-site simulation time
when all off-site and transportation distance variables are taking into account, Table 5.4.
Table 5.4 Average off-site, transportation, and on-site costs in panelized and volumetric
model
Panelized model
Volumetric model
Ave. Off-site

Ave.

Ave.

Ave. Off-site

Ave.

Ave.

Time

Transportation

On-site

Time

Transportation

On-site

Time

Time

Time

Time

Days

60.7

9

8.7

86

4.25

2

Hours

485.6

72

69.6

688

34

16

Cost

77696

14400

41760

110080

6800

8400

By adding the average off-site, transportation, and on-site costs, it is estimated that the panelized
model costs 133856 dollars, while the volumetric model costs 125280. Consequently, the
panelized model costs 8576 dollars, or 7% more than volumetric model.
5.4 Summary of Results and Analysis
This chapter conducted sensitivity analysis on panelized and volumetric models that are developed
in this research. This analysis is used to compare the productivity of the construction activities in
regard to the proposed CLT modular building operation scenarios. The results of simulation model
identified the optimum values for selected logistic variables, determined bottlenecks, and
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described how to modify the models to develop effective systems. Also, detailed comparisons in
terms of time and cost of panelized and volumetric modular construction are presented.
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This thesis determined the impact of logistical factors on panelized and volumetric cross-laminated
timber modular construction. The data collection process consisted of data collection from local
superintendents, project engineers and manufacturers involved in CLT construction, supported by
a literature review on CLT modular construction. This input data was used to develop a simulation
model of a cross-laminated timber modular building from the manufacturing facility to the final
module assembly. The aim of this study is to compare the productivity of the operation between
panelized and volumetric cross-laminated timber modular construction and to evaluate the impact
of certain logistical parameters on the productivity of cross-laminated timber modular construction
operations. This chapter summarizes the research performed and describes the contributions,
limitations, and future work of this research.
6.1 Summary of the Research Process
The main aim of this research was studying CLT modular construction logistics to make the supply
chain management more efficient. The literature review identified a lack of research in the
integration of off-site and on-site construction logistics in CLT modular construction. Previous
studies have not attempted to link the workflow of cross-laminated timber modular construction
from factory to the construction site. To fulfill this purpose, two simulation models developed for
panelized and volumetric CLT modular construction operations.
A case study of volumetric modular multi-story building in the United States selected with the goal
of acquiring research parameters based on the United States regulations. The data collected from
the case study, literature review, and interviews were used to create simulation models for
panelized and volumetric methods of constructing this building. This input data determined the
appropriate values for research parameters, i.e. CLT manufacturing logistics, on-site installation
procedures, duration of each process, required number of crews, equipment and vehicle as well as
hourly costs. The developed models examined the differences between panelized and volumetric
models by performing sensitivity analysis. In order to conduct a sensitivity analysis three logistical
variables were selected: CLT layup duration, Duration of CLT panels CNC processing, and
transportation time. CLT layup duration can vary based on the level of automation, equipment
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capacity, and company capacity. CNC machining duration change when different sizes of CLT
panels or different types of CNC routers used. Transportation duration can vary based on the
distance of the manufacturing plant from the construction site as well as the truck speed and traffic.
The analyses were then presented, and conclusions were drawn based on results obtained in terms
of project productivity.
6.2 Contribution of the Research
The research studied the aspects of CLT modular construction operation and developed a
framework to analyze the impact of logistical variables on the performance of panelized and
volumetric models.
6.2.1. Main Findings of the Research
This research aims to help decision makers to decide between panelized and volumetric scale of
modularity in CLT modular construction operation. A framework that can integrate off-site and
on-site modular construction in panelized and volumetric model using Discrete Event Simulation
was proposed. 250 different operation scenarios in CLT panelized and volumetric modular
construction were tested using the framework. By comparing the results in this research, it was
found that the total simulation time in volumetric model is more than the panelized model.
In case of volumetric modules, the time required for off-site manufacturing is more than the
required time for the fabrication of panelized modules. Even though the time for transportation
and on-site construction are reduced by changing to volumetric system, the simulation indicates
that panelized modular construction operation is overall more time efficient. This is mainly due to
the off-site production of volumetric modular construction that have additional workstations with
the same number of crews in the factory comparing to panelized system. On the other hand, this
research showed that the total cost of volumetric modular construction is lower than the panelized
model in the case studied in this research which is due to the number of crews and hourly cost of
off-site and on-site labors. The productivity of the operation was the highest when adequate
number of labors was allocated in each station. It is important to allocate resources efficiently to
prevent delays and enhance productivity in CLT modular construction.
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6.2.2. Contributions to the Body of Knowledge
This framework could be used to develop CLT modular construction operation. Understanding the
development of this framework could be used to develop the same tool using different type of CLT
construction or modular construction system using different material. In other words, this
framework could be adopted in other construction operations to measure and compare the
productivity under different conditions. Accordingly, analyzing and comparing various projects
can aid decision-makers to identify the optimum construction process with minimum time and
costs.
6.2.3. Contributions to the Body of Practice
The study has contributed to the body of practice by understanding the effect of logistical
parameters on CLT modular construction. By understanding these factors, manufacturers, and
contractors can compare and select between panelized and volumetric scale of modularity in CLT
modular construction. Understanding of the logistical factors can help the decision-makers to make
efficient resource allocation and thoughtful planning to schedule the activities in CLT modular
construction operation. This framework can be modified to suit the specification of other modular
CLT projects. By allocating the resources according to that project, and comparing panelized and
volumetric simulation models, decision makers can investigate minimal trade-off in construction
operation in different scales of modularity.
6.3 Limitations of the Research
The following limitations are acknowledged in the research performed:
-

Currently, there is no CLT volumetric modular building in the United States which has
following the relevant regulations, building codes, and standards, which led to the selection
of a non-CLT building for analysis in the case study.

-

The two modular designs developed to run the models have not been verified from a
structural point of view. Therefore, number of panels and thickness is not accurate.

-

In this study, the construction process has been limited to the production and installation
of the CLT modules without including other operations such as panel insulation, covering
the modules, assembling windows, and cladding. Including other operations can differ
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greatly in case of panelized and volumetric CLT modular construction and may vary from
project to project and could broaden the scope of the thesis.
-

Both panelized and volumetric simulation model has the same number of labors off-site in
the plant, while panelized model has one more labor on-site comparing to volumetric
model.

-

Simulation considered a just-in-time delivery situation, with no storage on the job site,
which not necessarily reflects a typical situation.

-

The expenses and costs such as additional space and logistics required for the construction
of volumetric modules in the plant, crane, forklift, and other equipment in the factory were
not considered. These are the assets of the plant and there is no cost associated with them.
Some other factors can effect on cost such as state tax and the location of construction site.
For example, if the jobsite is in a crowded area such as downtown, the workers require
more time to commute from parking to the jobsite. Also, the crane capacity depends on the
space surrounded the jobsite. Determining how far the crane could be placed is an
important factor to identify the crane size and consequently the crane costs.
6.4 Recommendations for Future Work

This research studied CLT modular construction logistics in two level of modularity by
developing a simulation tool. The following recommendations address the limitations of the
research and help the practitioners to maximizing the construction operational efficiency,
improving the productivity, and facilitating the CLT modular construction process.
-

The framework in this research could be built upon and validated by more realistic case
studies in future. Using existing CLT modular construction projects in the United States,
upscaling the simulation to include larger or taller real case studies and collecting data from
larger group of manufacturer and contractor could be beneficial to expand the research and
validate the implemented framework.

-

The framework that is proposed in this study, could be improved by appropriate planning
of resource allocation in each activity. Adding crew and other resources in proper activities
can improve the efficiency of the construction operation and streamline the process.
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-

The framework that is proposed in this study could be modified and consider more logistics
such as on-site storage areas.

-

As discussed in section 6.3, future research can be broaden by adding more operational
activities from the factory to the construction site, changing on-site variables, and changing
the number of modules in the CLT modular construction operation. The methodology
followed would be the same by incorporating data collection from each activity.

-

In this study, minimum amount of resources is selected for making the models. Resource
allocation in each model is not adjusted based on the results of the simulation. Changing
and adjusting resource allocation in simulation framework can help to optimize and
improve the construction process.

-

The scope of the research can be expanded by comparing the logistical issues of CLT
modular construction with hybrid modular buildings using CLT panels and other
engineered wood products such as Glue Laminated Timber (Glulam).

-

The scope of the research can be expanded by comparing the logistical issues of CLT
modular construction with light frame timber modular construction.

-

The scope of this research currently only considers panelized and volumetric levels of
modularity but can be expanded in the future to consider different level of modularity or a
combination of them in a single project. Such a study can help to identify the maximum
project productivity by comparing different scenarios of modularity.
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